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Improve student engagement, goal setting and motivation to persist to graduation with 
CollegeScope®, a nine-chapter first-year college success curriculum. Based on proven pedagogy, 
CollegeScope incorporates the latest thinking from a broad range of educators, psychologists, 
learning theory experts, and education and career counselors, and is aligned with Guided Pathways 
and the standards of the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education (CAS) , as 
well as CASEL’s Core Social Emotional Learning Competencies. The accreditable, highly interactive 
curriculum is designed to drive student self-awareness and foster reflection. 

Suitable for courses taught online, in the classroom or combined, CollegeScope requires no additional 
physical space on campus and works well for flipped learning initiatives. Professionals enjoy robust 
tracking and reporting tools that support efficient delivery based on your institution’s needs and 
requirements. Integration within Canvas, Blackboard and D2L learning management systems 
means more time teaching and less time grading with self-grading quizzes, available test banks, 
presentations and supplemental activities – as well as excellent customer support – at your disposal. 

• Works within your school’s Blackboard, Canvas 
or D2L learning management system 

• Incorporates award-winning personality, 
learning style, emotional and multiple 
intelligences assessments 

• Nine chapters of critical knowledge include 
traditional reading, educational videos, 
interactive activities, journal entries, and 
quizzes with instant feedback 

• Recognized pedagogy is designed around the 
stringent research reviews of the Institute of 
Education Sciences 

• Precision learning reports provide greater 
insight with multiple forms of measurement 
from both students and instructors

Chapters

1. Personal Awareness: Knowing Myself 

2. College Readiness: How to Thrive on 
Campus 

3. Career Exploration: It’s More Than a 
“Job” 

4. Goal Setting and Planning 
5. Learning and Productivity 

6. Communication, Collaboration and 
Leadership 

7. Career Readiness: Finding My Fit 

8. Money, Health and Time Management 

9. Rights, Respect and Responsibility  
(Title IX and Campus SaVE option)
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Sophisticated, yet simple 
• Available online, any time, anywhere, on any device – no app, download or installation necessary 

• Integrated quizzes, journal entries, videos and activities within chapters keep students engaged 
and learning 

• Aligns with Guided Pathways - see details at www.humanesources.com/pathways

• Meets standards developed by the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education 
(CAS) - see details at www.humanesources.com/cas

Flexible content and delivery 
• Teach online, in the classroom, or employ a hybrid of both without needing more physical space 

• Reorder or remove chapters to suit your needs 

Manageable and easy to use 
• Work within your school’s Canvas, Moodle, Blackboard or Brightspace by D2L learning management 

system or Human eSources’ Professional Tools 

• See completed work and intervene promptly if students are falling behind 

• Precision learning reports provide greater insight with multiple forms of measurement 

• Use groups for easy communication and reporting within a class or section 

• Additional resources include test banks, presentations and supplemental activities 

Career exploration and planning 
• View selected college majors and assessment results with career interests 

• Indeed job search can be filtered by location, company, job title or type 

• Search by keyword or filter by assessment results, salary or career area 

• Add notes, rate and save over 800 O*NET careers to personal portfolio 

Personalized accounts 
• Secure delivery through individual accounts and portfolios 

• Students receive messages from professionals in their account 
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